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Elements of Art:

Line

Line refers to a mark made by a drawing tool that has more length than width. 

Shape

Shape refers to a two-dimensional area defined by actual line or implied line when the ends of lines 
are enclosed. Shapes can be geometric or organic. 

Form 

Similar to shape, form encloses space but is instead three-dimensional, has length, width, and 
depth. Form helps to create an illusion of 3D space on a two-dimensional surface. 

Value

Value is an element of art that refers to lightness or darkness of color or black and white. Value can 
be used to show light and accentuate the form of a subject. 



Ryan M.

● I used line to help my subjects pop away from the 
background by putting subtle dark lines and also used 
them to describe details in my objects like on the banana

● I used geometric and organic shapes to create a varied 
composition. I used majority organic shapes to help the 
artwork feel natural

● The form in my artwork is defined by strong natural 
light and shadows to give the illusion of real 3D 
subjects. Adding subtle details helped me to create 
believable  forms

● I used a full range of values in my artwork to help with 
balance. I used a lot of mid tones between my shadows 
and highlights to look more realistic

The critique from my peers helped me with my final 
drawing because I knew what viewers of my artwork 
were missing from it. I made sure to incorporate 
critique as I finished
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By: Olga M.

● Use of line helped me to find where the 
shadows fall and allowed me to make the 
shapes look more like real life objects.

● Simple shapes helped me to accurately 
build my composition

● Forms made my sketch become more 
realistic 

● In order to make shadows, I used an 
element called value. It helps me to 
create a variety of shades that i used to 
“color” in my illustration and make the 
shapes 3D.

The critique helped me to make my art a little 
bit darker than it use to be. I also had added 
more value to my background .



● Line is used throughout the piece to 
create the shape. The lines on the 
objects are dark so they draw your 
attention.

● Basic shapes at first helped me form 
each object accurately enough.

● Form help me find the sense of depth in 
the objects, like the vase which helped 
shade it.’

● According to the light source in the 
photo, i used my tool to help with value, 
as the darker areas were hit with barely 
any light and the light areas with the 
most light.

● The critique helped me learn from the 
this piece by now knowing that i need to 
work on my value shading and the 
forms.

Madison Martin



● Line is used throughout my piece to create 
objects placed. My lines aren’t very dark in 
most places to show realism.

● At first I turned every object into a basic 
shape, geometric and organic, to make sure 
everything was as accurate it could be.

● The form in my artwork makes the 3D objects 
in my still life look 3D in my 2D drawing. 
Instead of just having flat shapes for my 
piece, I can use for a shadows to make them 
look 3D.

● The values in my artwork give my still life 
balance in a sense. The shadows, midtones, 
and highlights blend together to make certain 
areas pop and others have less attraction.

The critique helped me realize i need to put more 
value into the darker areas of my still life. 

Marilena M.
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